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One Day to Celebrate Mother’s hardly seems enough even
though I am not a mother myself. Mothers are the
everyday Heroes in my book, 24/7/365 days. They are on
call to be the Head Chef and Bottle Washer, Nurse,
Therapist, Play Mate, Teacher, Maid, Chuffer, Diplomat,
Advocate, Banker, Disciplinarian and the biggest obstacle
in life as a teen might see, just may have saved said life.
In our rapidly changing society traditional roles are
shifting, so when we celebrate our Mother figures, just
listen to your heart. it knows the ones who make you feel
like home. I play a supporting role as the Auntie with
many of those with no blood shared but a heart’s
connection is family and kids need someone; they can talk
to us about anything honestly, safely and if needed, sort
out how to tell Mom as well as offering different life
experiences, outlooks and a safe space.
Let’s Celebrate our Mothers, Grandmothers, Aunties, Step
Moms, Foster moms, Single Dads, Mamas not only on
Mother’s Day but every day. Keep in touch, visit, tell them
you love them, forgive, talk things through, ask a million
questions about her life and family, laugh often, take
pictures, hug her breathing in that scent that is hers
alone. Treasure these moments. Lock them away in your
heart for safe keeping.
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This will be my first Mother’s Day without Mum as she was known to most. She was
my Best Friend, The Hug Queen, Granny, Auntie and friend to so many, the light she
carried, brightened many lives through the years. Sharing her Love, encouragement,
compassion, support and hugs …. what I would give to have one more of her hugs so
now it’s up to me to give Hugs and share my light.
More than ever, we need the connection with the unprecedented disruption in the
world as we knew it, so I will continue to reach out to my Aunts, Mama, and dear
friends who have been in my life for most of it. By all means let those women who
have made a positive impact on your life know they are appreciated. Give them a
call, card, meal or email. Incorporate a cherished attribute to honor the, I can’t
wait to continue the Hug tradition but until then I will encourage and keep in touch
with those I love.
Happy Mother’s Day!
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Frank’s Blog – More Funding
Required for Mental Health
The COVID-19 pandemic has disrupted or halted critical
mental health services in 93% of countries worldwide
while the demand for mental health is increasing,
according to a 2020 WHO survey. The survey of 130
countries provides the first global data showing the
devastating impact of COVID-19 on access to mental health services and underscores
the urgent need for increased funding.
WHO has previously highlighted the chronic underfunding of mental health: prior to
the pandemic, countries were spending less than 2 per cent of their national health
budgets on mental health, and struggling to meet their populations’ needs. And the
pandemic is increasing demand for mental health services. Bereavement, isolation,
loss of income and fear are triggering mental health conditions or exacerbating
existing ones. Many people may be facing increased levels of alcohol and drug use,
insomnia, and anxiety. Meanwhile, COVID-19 itself can lead to neurological and
mental complications, such as delirium, agitation, and stroke. People with preexisting mental, neurological or substance use disorders are also more vulnerable to
SARS-CoV-2 infection ̶ they may stand a higher risk of severe outcomes and even
death.
“Good mental health is absolutely fundamental to overall health and well-being,”
said Dr Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus, Director-General of the World Health
Organization. “COVID-19 has interrupted essential mental health services around the
world just when they’re needed most. World leaders must move fast and decisively
to invest more in life-saving mental health programmes ̶ during the pandemic and
beyond.”
The survey was conducted from June to August 2020 among 130 countries across
WHO’s six regions. It evaluates how the provision of mental, neurological and
substance use services have changed due to COVID-19, the types of services that
have been disrupted, and how countries are adapting to overcome these challenges.
Countries reported widespread disruption of many kinds of critical mental health
services:
•
Over 60% reported disruptions to mental health services for vulnerable
people, including children and adolescents (72%), older adults (70%), and women
requiring antenatal or postnatal services (61%).
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•
67% saw disruptions to counseling and psychotherapy; 65% to critical harm
reduction services; and 45% to opioid agonist maintenance treatment for opioid
dependence.
•
More than a third (35%) reported disruptions to emergency interventions,
including those for people experiencing prolonged seizures; severe substance use
withdrawal syndromes; and delirium, often a sign of a serious underlying medical
condition.
•
30% reported disruptions to access for medications for mental, neurological
and substance use disorders.
•
Around three-quarters reported at least partial disruptions to school and
workplace mental health services (78% and 75% respectively).
While many countries (70%) have adopted telemedicine or teletherapy to overcome
disruptions to in-person services, there are significant disparities in the uptake of
these interventions. More than 80% of high-income countries reported deploying
telemedicine and teletherapy to bridge gaps in mental health, compared with less
than 50% of low-income countries.
Although 89% of countries reported in the survey that mental health and
psychosocial support is part of their national COVID-19 response plans, only 17% of
these countries have full additional funding for covering these activities.
This all highlights the need for more money for mental health. As the pandemic
continues, even greater demand will be placed on national and international mental
health programmes that have suffered from years of chronic underfunding. Spending
2% of national health budgets on mental health is not enough. International funders
also need to do more: mental health still receives less than 1% of international aid
earmarked for health.
Those who do invest in mental health
will reap rewards. Pre-COVID-19
estimates reveal that nearly US$ 1
trillion in economic productivity is lost
annually from depression and anxiety
alone. However, studies show that every
US$ 1 spent on evidence-based care for
depression and anxiety returns US$5.
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Thank You to Our Donors!
We would like to thank the organizations that have recently donated
grant funding to Potential Place. The Government of Canada and Second
Harvest have provided us with funding to resume our food hamper
program. The Kinsmen Club of Calgary is continuing their generous
support of our lunch program.
We would also like to thank the Greenfield Family Foundation and the
Uwanishen Health and Wellness Fund at Calgary Foundation for their
support of Potential Place.
The Cooperators Insurance company have provided our employment
program with a big boost by participating in the funding of our
employment coordinator for the next three years. Our empowerment
and self-confidence in building psycho-social rehabilitation model has a
pillar, the reintegration of our members into real jobs in the
community. Transitional, Supported and Independent employment is
foundational to every Clubhouse member’s positive mental health
trajectory.
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Health & Wellness – The Highly Sensitive Person
Becky W.
I am a creature of high sensitivity. Along with that comes intense feelings and high
creativity. I have a strong sense of intuition and being aware of most things that
people don't notice or pick up things around them. I'm quite in tune with other
people's feelings and can often feel what the other person feels. Over the summer I
came across a book called "The Highly Sensitive Person" by Dr Elaine Aron. For the
longest time I thought I was plagued by problems - others telling me I was way too
sensitive or emotional for things and that I shouldn't feel so strongly about. This book
puts things into perspective for me. When I picked it up, it was like somebody looked
in my journal and wrote a book. I couldn't believe my eyes.
Questions to self-realization and personal insights
Have you been referred to as socially awkward, shy, too emotional, dramatic,
crybaby etc?
Do you find being out in the world and around people to
be too overwhelming?
Can you pick up on the subtle things around you, that
others cannot, see?
Do you feel deeply and are affected by other people’s
mood etc.?
Do you just sit back and observe the world?
A deep sense of intuition?
Very thoughtful when it comes to others?
Drawn to the arts and other creative pursuits?
Do you feel out of sync with society? With your peers?
Do you feel flawed and not normal within the standards that mainstream society
sets?
Struggle with Anxiety and depression?
A bit withdrawn in a group?
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Is alone time crucial for you?
Is your skin sensitive to certain fabrics?
Is your body sensitive to what you put into it?
Are you a deep thinker? Small talk is not appealing?
Do you process thoroughly?
Busting mainstream’s expectation of what they want you to be
The mainstream seems to want people who are outwardly confident and outgoing.
Very social and friendly. Well-spoken etc....The above questions about character
seems a bit flawed and not up to what the Western world is like. The good news is
that they are not flaws, nor does it mean something is the matter with you. (Did you
know that in Eastern society, such as Japan – being a quiet introvert is very
acceptable?) It is that just most of society does not understand this trait of High
Sensitivity. For the longest time it was seen as a negative. It would get lumped in
with mental illness – although some HSPs do struggle with depression and anxiety.
Note – always be true to yourself – you do not have to change yourself for another
person. Try and find like-minded people.
The trait of High Sensitivity is not a mental health diagnosis.
In 1996, Dr Elaine Aron coined the Highly Sensitive Person. It is a character trait that
15 to 20% of the population which is highly sensitive. 30% of highly sensitive people
are extroverted. This is a normal personality trait. The nervous system is fine-tuned
and registers deeply within. A high sensitivity to pain, noises and crowded places are
overwhelming. Driving a vehicle can be a huge Herculean task as well. If you
identified with most of the questions above – then you’re probably very much a
highly sensitive person. HSPs also process things deeply and can be great problem
solvers getting to the root of things.
A few tips and pointers for HSPs
In public, high sensitivity is an issue for the HSP and there are ways for the HSP to
cope with life. Small social gatherings are nice, large ones are draining. It helps
when there are friendly faces around to talk to. A safe place is a must and help ease
anxiety. (Safe people, safe places). If and HSP is unsure about approaching others,
one will remain silent and in observation mode.
If one must be in a busy place with lots of people – bring your ear phones and listen
to music that you like. Picture a white bubble around you that deflects other
people’s energy away from you. Figure out quieter times to go out – maybe first
thing or close to closing.
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Keep a journal and be self-aware of how you are feeling, not to confuse it with how
others are feeling....it is always best to know yourself. Find a creative outlet that
help express how you feel and what you think.
When dealing with others – be objective and take the position of the observer.
Remove what personal feeling you may have with things.
Trust yourself and follow your intuition on things. Intuition is usually very accurate.
Drink lots of water and eat healthy. Easy on the sugar and caffeine, which could
affect the nervous system and amp experiences up. Although caffeine can be a good
gauge to indicate how stressed out one is. If one day, you can’t handle your morning
coffee – it's best to reduce stressors and take a break from coffee. Meditate or find a
grounding activity to do.
Wear clothes for comfort and that does not irritate your skin.
Do coping through the senses exercises and learn how to ground yourself. Find ways
of coping that match for you.
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Café Updates
Mike H.
A couple of things have changed in the Potential Place Café. The price of lunch has
increased a tad to $3.50 for a full portion, and $2 for a half portion. We also have
smoothies for Wednesday mornings and Friday afternoons for $1. They are really
good and healthy.
Potential Place has also restarted our food hamper program. We will be offering
hampers to members the 2nd and 4th week every month, for delivery and pick up.
There is a limit of 30 hampers bi-weekly, so sign up as soon as possible by calling
reception at 403 216 9250, signing up on the Potential Place App,
(member.glideapp.io) or speaking with a staff.
We are also very happy to welcome back our colleague Brianna to the Clubhouse!
She will be starting back on May 3rd, so please give her a warm Clubhouse welcome.
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Education Update
Izzy G.
Hello colleagues!!! I am writing this blog on education to share my experience with
all of you so that everyone can understand from my perspective, how education can
still be possible through very tough circumstances.
Let me first say I am currently in the Disability studies program at MRU and my
course this semester was Interpersonal and Communication Skills. Due to the global
pandemic, we are all for the most part doing our schooling online. I struggle with
learning disabilities myself and having courses switched from in-person to online is a
tough transition.
This changed the type of learning supports that were offered to me from in-person,
to online. Changing the routine from going to classes and seeing people day to day
to making my own routine at home to do school was very difficult as I struggle with
depression and anxiety. Just getting out of bed to actually starting my computer
logging in and attending online classes and doing the school work at home my
motivation was very difficult at times. I was unable to have a note taker, or have inperson tutoring, and not having access to interact with the same supports I had
previously was a challenge.

Potential Place’s education program really helped me as staff such as Jordan and
Brianna in particular, have been a part of my learning journey. Through them I was
able to have support with editing assignments, help me with reading comprehension
and they helped me with printing my power point presentations so I could have
access to it ahead of time.
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Having that education support through Potential Place really made a difference in
helping me get through a tough semester with having that emotional support, having
someone just to talk to about my education struggles made a difference, as I had
questioned many times of whether I could get through my course online. I would
like to give a big shout out to Jordan and Brianna in helping me through this
semester.
Through many phone calls and emails back-to-back, to video calls and sometimes in
person support working with me to help me break down week to week course
material I had to get done. I got help with setting up my online text book, and
having step by step support in finishing my course successfully. Having the
education program at Potential Place has helped me face and remove some of the
learning barriers I faced online.
Having learning disabilities is a challenge itself and I was having a difficult time
working from home, because I had many distractions, was feeling very overwhelmed
and tired of doing everything virtually. That was very draining for me at times.
Jordan helped me with learning strategies and helping me get my assignments
handed in on time. He helped me format my papers to APA style, and with editing
and drafting, to talking out ideas, to help with my reading and writing skills. He also
made sure that my education forms were submitted on time to keep my funding
active and help me with school education accommodation forms submitted and
through advocacy helped me get the support I needed.
The education program at Potential Place has been a big part of my learning success!
I have completed my upgrading and I am now in my program of study because of the
support I receive.
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Transitional Employment Update
Good4U is a new transitional employment partner for Potential Place. Good4U is a
commercial thrift store located in Northeast Calgary – they receive donations of
interior doors, windows, appliances, and furniture from stores and re-sell the items
at a discounted rate.
Alex C. started a TE position at Good4U on February 17th as a General Assistant.
Alex is currently working 30 hours per week and helps in all aspects of running the
store – speaking to customers, working the cash register, and organizing the store.
In April, we were able to add a 2nd position at Good4U. Joel B. started as a General
Assistant on April 28th and is currently working 20 hours per week. Joel is helping to
organize the store to make it easier for customers to find items.
Thank you to Good4U for partnering with Potential Place as part of our employment
program. And congratulations to both Alex and Joel!
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Potential Place’s 2021 Annual General Meeting is
Coming Up in June!
Potential Place's AGM is scheduled to be held virtually on June 24th at 6PM. Pease
accept this as Notice of the meeting. At the AGM, Potential Place will present the
following:

1) The 2020 year in review
2) Our strategic plan and priorities for the
2021-2022 year
3) Member stories
4) The slate of Directors for 2021 for approval
by the Society membership
5) Presentation of our Audited financial
statements
6) Appointment of Auditors for 2022

All colleagues are welcome to attend by Zoom. For those wishing to vote on the
Slate of the Board of Directors, or on any motions passed at the AGM, or to vote on
the appointment of the Auditors for the upcoming year, please note that you must
register as a Society member by purchasing a Society Membership, or renew your
existing Society membership (cost is $5) by May 15th 2021. Villa or Frank can accept
your payment on or before this date.
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News from Clubhouse International

Clubhouse International Launches New Global Service Portal
Clubhouse International announced the launch of our newest resource for people and
organizations working to change the world of mental health – a global self-service portal
for our worldwide Clubhouse Community. The Portal provides:
Clubhouse Resources: With the new Portal, all of these Clubhouse organizations can now
manage many aspects of their Clubhouse International relationship, including the ability
to update, in real time, their Clubhouse information in our International Clubhouse
Directory; participate in a virtual or in-person Clubhouse Accreditation quality review
visit; access and enroll in our worldwide Clubhouse Training and Seminar programs;
access an exclusive document library of over 1,000 articles relating to Clubhouse best
practices; and receive important alerts from Clubhouse International about the everevolving world of mental health.
A Custom-Built, Cloud-Based Clubhouse Accreditation Platform: The ability for
Clubhouse International to increase the pace of Clubhouse Accreditation progress with
access to a comprehensive, online Faculty Resource Manual, allowing for fast, easy
access to best practice-based recommendations and suggestions for improving the
outcomes for members at each of our Clubhouses.
Startup Group Resources: Clubhouse International is currently working with over 50
Startup Groups around the world. The Portal offers them exclusive resources, articles
and tools for starting and sustaining a Clubhouse.
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The Portal is a unique, custom-built space for Clubhouse International and member
Clubhouses to share resources and ideas. The Portal will be an effective tool in helping
us to strengthen and disseminate cohesive messaging throughout the Clubhouse
network, which will enable us to reach even more people, both inside and outside the
global mental health arena.
~ Joel D. Corcoran, Executive Director, Clubhouse International
Our Clubhouse Community Continues to Grow, Despite the Pandemic
We're pleased to share that already in 2021, we have added seven new Clubhouses
from three countries to our network. This is in addition to the impressive growth of
2020 when we added 15 new Clubhouses from
three countries.
Meet Everett Clubhouse, one of our newest
member Clubhouses.
In 2017, recognizing a need for a local mental
health resource, a group of determined family and
community members made the commitment to
start a Clubhouse in Everett, Washington. Led by
Meg and Harold McClure, the group attended the
Clubhouse International New Clubhouse
Development Training held at San Antonio Clubhouse in Texas. They developed a
strong Action Plan and made the decision to partner with HERO House to begin their
operations.
Despite the pandemic, they joined Clubhouse International in 2020 and made many
adjustments to support their members during these unprecedented times. The
Clubhouse is currently offering a hybrid of in-person and virtual services.
Jack Yatsko of Clubhouse International visited Everett Clubhouse this past month. The
Clubhouse had just welcomed a new member, and members and staff were finishing
up their afternoon unit meeting and baking for the next day’s dessert! A tour of the
Clubhouse included seeing their plans for expansion into the building next door as
enthusiastically described by Soozee McNamara, Director at Everett Clubhouse and
Kailey Fiedler-Gohlke, Executive Director of HERO House NW.
Congratulations to the McClures and founding group for realizing their dream of
opening a life-changing, community resource!
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Successfully Adapting our Quality Assurance Process
With Clubhouses in various stages of reopening their physical doors after Covid
shutdowns, Clubhouse International continues to adapt our Accreditation process to
meet the needs of our member Clubhouses.
This month we implemented our first ever ‘remote’ Accreditation visit at
Tuusulanjärven Klubitalo in Finland, which at this time is still only operating virtually.
The Faculty team consisted of Anita Brix Lambæk,
Clubhouse International staff, David Malatesta veteran
Faculty member (member of Fontehehuset i Oslo,
Norway) and newly trained Faculty member Kati Liiri
(Director of Suvimaen Klubitalo, Finland). Kati, was part
of the first Clubhouse International virtual Faculty
training group earlier this year. We are learning that
despite the challenges, Faculty Training and
Accreditation can succeed even in a time when we need
to rely on virtual communications!
Both the Faculty team and the Clubhouse that was Accredited concur that the visit
was a success, with a great deal of members participation and excellent preparatory
work done by the Clubhouse to ensure that the team could experience as many
aspects as possible of the Clubhouse operation.
Announcing: Our First National ‘Mental Health Action Day’
Clubhouse International, in partnership with over 180 leading brands, non-profits and
cultural leaders is proud to announce the first-ever Mental Health Action Day, to be held
on Thursday, May 20 during Mental Health Awareness Month. We hope to encourage
more people to take action for better mental health.
Click here to view our full press release and partners
list.
We hope you’ll join in! Check our website and follow
us on social media for ways to get involved with
Mental Health Action Day, and more updates as we
get closer to May 20.
Over the past two decades, suicide rates have risen,
particularly among young adults, and challenges of
isolation and anxiety faced by people living with
mental illness continue to create obstacles to living healthy, fulfilling lives. The COVID19 pandemic has accelerated the already dire crisis.
Though more people than ever are comfortable discussing mental health, finding
effective resources and knowing how to get help remains a challenge. Mental Health
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Action Day is an open-source movement of brands, organizations and cultural leaders to
drive mental health awareness to mental health action.
Clubhouse Giving Day!
Join us for Clubhouse Giving Day – June 1! We are proud to present Clubhouse Giving
Day, a dedicated day where Clubhouse International along with our member Clubhouses
work together to promote our organizations and the worldwide Clubhouse network, in
our communities and on social media. The effort will recognize, celebrate and help
raise funds for the critical mental health services that Clubhouses provide to
communities around the world.
Please follow us on social media and check out our www.clubhousegivingday.org page
to learn how you can get involved throughout the month of May and on June 1st.
This is a great opportunity to come together as a global Clubhouse community. We hope
you will join us!
Spread the word, and let your friends and family know about Clubhouse Giving Day. You
can donate to Potential Place at our direct link:
https://www.clubhousegivingday.org/organizations/potential-place-society
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Creative Corner
A Brother of Blessing
Bart C.
Keep in mind my brother I never really knew you at all but still I could tell that you
were there to help me stand tall
A special blessing from the father above is what you are you are to me and you are
so much part of my life - in fact bro you hold the key
Our lives together will never stop this kind of awe craziness …we work so good
together …let us then live the life that is blessed
Brother, I love you I can see the future shining so bright praise to the one who keeps
us my brother of blessing let us then hold on with all our might

Art by Jennifer W.
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New Motherhood
Poetry & Photo by Becky W.
Your exciting adventure begins to a wonderfully awestruck new world
That one could never have imagined.
The first time holding your baby is like stepping into heaven.
It warms the soul and leaves a woman in deep gratitude
A heart felt treasure that will remain in your soul till the ends of time.
Motherhood will hold many soulful treasures that will captivate your heart.
The first-time baby rolls over from back to front,
Will take your breath away in amazement
When baby calls you mom for the first time,
It will be like a beautiful chorus of angels singing to you.
You may already know just how wonderful it is to be a Mom.
Over time you will feel the awesome greatness and honor
On what it is to be a Mother!
This will be your greatest role in life!
Congrats!
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Photography
of Nanton by
Becky W.

Art by
Jennifer W.
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Peeking Out from the Cloakroom - a Poetry
Collection
Wesley Earl Reid
After many months of compiling, editing, formatting, reformatting and reformatting
again and again and again; then after that a little more hair-pulling, nail biting and
resisting the urge to fling my computer out the window, I finally managed to put
together this poetry book. I call it:
Peeking Out from the Cloakroom -a poetry collection-. It is a slightly eclectic, somewhat
eccentric and vaguely electric compilation of a quarter century of living down here on
this crazy ball of dirt and water.
These poems are on the lighter side of dark and on the shadier side of light; on the spirit
of being human and on the human of being spirit. Some are fun, others are a bit out
there; some are short and simple while others might leave you wondering for a little
while. They are about growing up, growing older (and older), living the dream,
dreaming to live, trying to figure out what in the world is going on down here and trying
even harder to love a little more along the way.
I kept the price of the book at $10 only because I wanted it to be affordable for
everyone—but more so because I would love for you to read it!
If you wish to buy a copy, feel free to let me know and I can get one for you. (It’ll save
on shipping that way!)
Below is a picture of the poetry book as well as two other books I’ve written. One is
called: The Monk. It is a novel about an English family who moves to Africa. It’s loosely
based on my mother’s family. The other book is called: Keira the Fairy Princess. It is a
story book about a fairy who crashes to earth and loses her memory. They’re both good
reads as well.
Also, if there are others who have books, they were thinking of publishing but don’t
know where to start, I may be able to help. There are ways to do it that won’t cost you
any money at all. I may be able to save you a bunch of time and trouble—and a little
hair-pulling too!
Wishing you much peace in your days!
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Recipe of the Month – Mandarin Breakfast
Smoothie
Chosen by Rhonda M.
This mandarin breakfast smoothie is a creamsicle dream brimming with Vitamin C,
and plenty of good-for-you ingredients to kickstart your morning!
Grab your own smoothie for only $1 at Clubhouse on Wednesday mornings from 910AM, and Friday afternoons from 2-3PM.
Ingredients
•
•
•
•
•
•

1
1
4
1
2
1

½ cups milk, dairy or dairy-free
cup yogurt, dairy or dairy-free
mandarin oranges, peeled
frozen banana
tablespoons ground flaxseeds
teaspoon vanilla extract

Instructions
1.
2.

Add all of the ingredients to a high-powered blender, and blend until smooth.
Pour into a glass, and enjoy!
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Social Recreation in April!

Chinatown
& Bubble
tea

Walk to East
Village &
Coffee
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Friday Art
Workshop:
Learning to
draw a tree
with charcoal
Run by our
colleague
Michael R!
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